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Step-by-step illustration of data processing and image reconstruction from multiscan head imaging system using back-projection algorithm and threshold normalization. * The quantitative matrices, average signal to clutter ratio function, , maximum signal to clutter ratio, and accuracy indicator, are respectively calculated following equations (11), (12) and (13). Averages of the quantitative matrices are taken into consideration for reconstructed images with 2×2 cm 2 cross sectional targets in multiple locations are available. ** In order to make a fair comparison and due to the lack of complete microwave imaging prototypes based on similar radar based principles like the current research work, the comparison is done with a breast cancer detection prototype. It is worth to mention that the head imaging poses more challenges in detection owing to higher losses due to high permittivity and conductivity of the head tissues (ref. 62) when compared to breast imaging. Nonetheless, head imaging systems need to potentially image bigger imaging areas (longest and smallest diameters are typically around 20 and 15 cm (see Fig. 6 )) in comparison to those of (longest and smallest diameters are maximum 12 and 12 cm (see ref. 58-60)) breast imaging systems. The cancer targets have volumes of 2×1×2 cm 3 and 1×1×1 cm 3 for respectively ref. 58 and 59. Thus, compared to the proposed prototype in some cases the results may seem to be better, but the improvement in case of breast imaging is not conclusive due to their utilized simpler and smaller imaging domain, while it is seen that with smaller head phantoms the imaging performance increases owing to the stronger received scattering signals (ref. 34). *** The presented value from ref. 59 states the maximum signal to mean clutter ratio for the reconstructed images which is 16.2 dB for the resultant images from the current work.

